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Description
When I ask the reference machine to advertise a default route
And I set up dynamic IP addresses for eth0 from legacy files
Then I should have dynamic routes to the outside World
But I should not have static routes to the outside World
And I should be able to ping a host in the outside World

History
#1 - 2018-02-26 20:10 - sebchlad
- Target version set to future

#2 - 2018-03-09 07:28 - asmorodskyi
- Target version changed from future to 445

#3 - 2018-03-09 08:49 - asmorodskyi
- Target version changed from 445 to future

#4 - 2018-06-15 19:05 - okurz
- Target version changed from future to future

#5 - 2020-03-30 21:44 - jlausuch
- Project changed from SUSE QA tests to openQA Tests
- Subject changed from [kernel][networking][wicked] Set up dynamic routes from legacy ifcfg files to [qac][wicked] Set up dynamic routes from legacy ifcfg files
- Status changed from New to Closed